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1. Introduction

Unaccusativity, or split intransitivity, refers to the generalization that intransitive verbs divide into two subclasses, unaccusatives and unergatives. While the core arguments of unaccusatives share common properties with direct objects of transitive verbs, the core arguments of unergatives do so with transitive subjects. The Unaccusative Hypothesis (Perlmutter 1978; Burzio 1986) accounts for the generalization by proposing two underlying structures for intransitive verbs. The unergative structure involves an external argument base-generated outside of VP (1a) while the unaccusative structure involves an internal argument base-generated inside VP (1b).

(1) a. \[XP \ D/NP \ [VP \ V \ ]\]  
b. \[XP \ [VP \ V \ D/NP \ ]\]

Unaccusativity has also been characterized semantically. Unaccusatives often denote states or telic events, and their core arguments are undergoers of events or holders of states. In contrast, unergatives typically denote atelic events and their core arguments are usually volitional agents.

There are three major approaches to unaccusativity. The syntactic approach argues that unaccusativity is a purely syntactic distinction and that the lexical semantics of verbs does not play a deterministic role in the classification of intransitive verbs (Rosen 1984; Perlmutter 1989). The semantic approach argues that the distinction is a lexical semantic one and denies the Unaccusative Hypothesis in (1) (Van Valin 1990; Dowty 1991; Kishimoto 1996). The syntax-semantics interface approach argues that unaccusativity is semantically determined and syntactically encoded (e.g., Perlmutter 1978; Levin and Rappaport-Hovav 1989, 1995; Sorace 2000). The disagreements on the nature of unaccusativity have arisen primarily because the empirical data that have been used to motivate unaccusativity across languages are often amenable to both syntactic and semantic accounts. Consider the following contrast in the licensing of numeral quantifiers (NQs) in Japanese.

(2) a. Gakusee-ga (san-nin) ofisu-ni (san-nin) ki-ta 1
   student-NOM (three-CL) office-LOC (three-CL) come-PST
   ‘Three students came to the office.’ [UNACCUSATIVE]

b. Gakusee-ga (san-nin) geragera-to (#san-nin) warat-ta
   student-NOM (three-CL) loudly (three-CL) laugh-PST
   ‘Three students laughed loudly.’ [UNERGATIVE]

NQs consist of a numeral such as san ‘three’ and a classifier such as -nin, which agrees with a semantic feature of the modified NP (its associate), e.g. [+human] with -nin. It has been observed that Japanese intransitive subjects’ ability to license NQs that are “floating” inside VP, i.e., the second NQ in each of the examples, is sensitive to unaccusativity. While subjects of typical unaccusatives such as ku-ru ‘come’ readily license floating NQs (FNQs) (2a), subjects of typical unergatives such as wara-u ‘laugh’ do not (2b). Miyagawa (1989) proposes a syntactic account for the contrast in (2) based on two

---

assumptions. First, he adopts the Unaccusative Hypothesis in (1). Second, he assumes that an FNQ and its associate must be in a syntactically local configuration in their base-generated positions, but the associate can “strand” the FNQ by undergoing syntactic movement. Under these assumptions, the FNQ in (2a) is licensed despite the presence of the intervening PP because *ku-ru* ‘come’ is an unaccusative and its subject is base-generated as an internal argument inside VP, where it was in the required local configuration with the FNQ. In contrast, (2b) is degraded because *wara-u* ‘laugh’ is an unergative and its subject was base-generated outside VP as an external argument. Thus, it was never in the required local configuration with the FNQ. As such, FNQ-licensing emerges as an unaccusative diagnostic that makes direct reference to the Unaccusative Hypothesis in (1).

More recently, however, the syntactic analysis of FNQs has been challenged by the claim that the acceptability of unergative sentences with a subject-oriented FNQ, such as (3a) and (4a), improves with an adjunct that facilitates a telic interpretation of the events (*telic adjuncts*), as in (3b) and (4b) below (Tsujimura 1994, 1996; Mihara 1998; Nakanishi 2008; Miyagawa 2012).

(3)  
   a.  *?”Kodomo-ga* inu-to awatete san-nin hashit-ta.  
      child-NOM dog-with hurriedly three-CL run-PST  
   b.  Kodomo-ga inu-to awatete *kooen-made* san-nin hashit-ta.  
      child-NOM dog-with hurriedly park-till three-CL run-PST  
   ‘Three children ran hurriedly with a dog.’  
       (Tsujimura 1994, 342; 16a-b)

   (4)  
      friend-NOM ten-minutes two-CL dance-PST  
   b.  Tomodachi-ga jup-pun-no uchini futa-ri odot-ta.  
      friend-NOM ten-minutes-GEN within two-CL dance-PST  
   ‘Two friends danced for ten minutes.’  
       (Miyagawa 2012, 88; 9a-b)

This observation led some studies to argue that telicity of events determines FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences, at the level of either discourse pragmatics (Mihara 1998) or syntax (Miyagawa 2012). According to these “telicity-driven” approaches, the contrast in FNQ-licensing in (3) and (4) is a *grammatical contrast* that requires a *grammatical account*, and telicity of events is responsible for it. Importantly, this means that FNQ-licensing is no longer a reliable unaccusative diagnostic in Japanese, as manipulation of telicity effectively nullifies FNQs’ sensitivity to unaccusativity.

This study challenges the core assumption of the telicity-driven accounts for FNQ-licensing with novel experimental evidence. The evidence comes from an acceptability judgment study that examined effects of telicity of unergative events and agentivity of unaccusative subjects on FNQ-licensing. The results show (i) noticeable effects of manipulation of telicity of unergative events on acceptability of FNQs that are nonetheless best characterized as changes in degree of acceptability, rather than a categorical grammaticality change, and (ii) weaker effects of manipulation of animacy (and therefore potential agentivity) of unaccusative subjects on FNQ-licensing, which the telicity-driven approaches to FNQ-licensing fail to predict. Based on these findings, this study argues that the effects of telicity and agentivity on FNQ-licensing are *extra-grammatical* and proposes a processing-based account of the contrast in (3) and (4), according to which the higher acceptability of telic unergative sentences with FNQs like those in (3b) and (4b) is due to an initial unaccusative analysis of these sentences that temporarily licenses the FNQs. If the proposed analysis is on the right track, FNQ-licensing should remain a valid syntactic unaccusative diagnostic, yet its outcomes must be carefully evaluated considering potential effects of various syntactic and non-syntactic factors on the processing of these sentences. The findings in this study also highlight the effectiveness of acceptability judgment experiments in studying subtle acceptability contrasts that involve syntactic and non-syntactic factors (Sprouse 2007), and the importance of considering different possible sources of acceptability contrasts, as acceptability contrasts do not always translate into grammatical contrasts (Chomsky 1965; Schütze 1996; Cowart 1997).
2. Two telicity-driven approaches to FNQ-licensing

Miyagawa’s (1989) stranding analysis of FNQs makes crucial reference to the alleged syntactic difference between unaccusatives and unergatives in (1) and provides indirect evidence for the Unaccusative Hypothesis. However, the claim that the presence of a telic adjunct improves the acceptability of unergative sentences with FNQs, as in (3b) and (4b), has led to proposals that telicity of events has grammatical consequences in unergative sentences with FNQs. This section discusses two such telicity-driven approaches to FNQ-licensing: the Lexical Conceptual Structure/discourse-driven delimitation analysis (Mihara 1998) and the aspect phrase analysis (Miyagawa 2012).

2.1. The Lexical Conceptual Structure/discourse pragmatic approach (Mihara 1998)

Mihara (1998) argues that VP-internal FNQs quantify result-states of internal arguments in the Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS). Thus, VP-internal FNQs are readily licensed with direct objects of transitive verbs in telic sentences (5) or subjects of unaccusative verbs that denote telic events (6).

(5) a. Kare-wa sono sakka-no hon-o ni-satsu yon-da
   he-TOP that author-GEN book-ACC two-CL read-PST
   ‘He read two books by that author.’

   b. LCS: [[the ACT ON books by that author] CONTROL [books by the author BECOME
      books by the author BE AT [STATE read]] & [AMOUNT two]]

(6) a. Kozutsumi-ga ofisu-ni futa-tsu todoi-ta
   package-NOM office-LOC two-CL arrive-PST
   ‘Two packages arrived at the office.’

   b. LCS: [package BECOME [package BE AT [STATE arrived]] & [AMOUNT two]]

On the other hand, unergative sentences often fail to license VP-internal FNQs because they usually denote atelic events and lack an internal argument. According to Mihara, however, unergative subjects may license VP-internal FNQs when the denoted events are interpreted as “bounded” because of the presence of telic adjuncts. Cases such as (3b) and (4b), in which the external argument licenses a VP-internal FNQ, do not involve result-states, but they do involve an interpretation in which the denoted event is temporally delimited. This temporally delimited interpretation can arise due to a number of different reasons including the presence of a particular time adverbial, discourse contexts, and the speaker’s knowledge about the world. Mihara calls this type of delimited interpretations due to event-external factors “discourse-driven aspect delimitation” and distinguishes it from the delimitation of events in LCS as in (5) and (6) (Mihara 1998, 108).

2.2. The aspect phrase approach (Miyagawa 2012)

Miyagawa (2012) proposes a syntactic account for FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences such as (3) and (4), based on the following assumption.

(7) Telicity and the External Argument (TEA): Once the external argument moves to [Spec, TP], its lower copy in the predicate-internal subject position is visible under telic interpretation.

Following Borer (2005), Miyagawa adopts the hypothesis that telic sentences involve a functional project of Asp(Q), where the subscript “Q” stands for “quantity”. Miyagawa argues that subjects of telic unergative sentences like (3b) and (4b) can license FNQs because these sentences involve a projection of AspQ, whose specifier position is occupied by a telic adjunct. The presence of the AspQP makes the lower copy of the unergative subject in [Spec, vP] visible in syntax by TEA (7), licensing the FNQ (8a). In contrast, atelic unergative sentences like (3a) and (4a) lack a projection of AspQ, so the lower copy of the unergative subject is invisible in syntax. Thus, the FNQ is not licensed, making the sentence unacceptable (8b).
Under the aspect phrase analysis, telicity of events plays the determining role in FNQ-licensing only when external argument subjects are involved. Miyagawa (2012) maintains that copies of A-movement inside the VP are visible regardless of the telicity of events. Thus, FNQs in unaccusative sentences with an atelic interpretation, such as (9), are judged as acceptable.

(9) Kyaku-ga mise-ni san-nin i-ta.
customer-NOM shop-LOC three-CL be-PST 
‘There were three customers in the shop.’

The LCS/discourse-driven delimitation analysis wrongly rules out sentences like (9), as they do not denote telic events where FNQs may quantify result-states of subjects.

Although the underlying assumptions for these two telicity-driven approaches to FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences are vastly different, they share the following core claim.

(10) The contrast in FNQ-licensing in (3) and (4) is a grammatical contrast that requires a grammatical account, and telicity of events is responsible for it.

An important implication of (10) is that FNQ-licensing would no longer be a reliable unaccusative diagnostic in Japanese, as manipulation of telicity effectively nullifies its sensitivity to unaccusativity.

3. Hypothesizing effects of telicity and agentivity on FNQ-licensing

The empirical data that have been used to motivate the claim that telicity of events affects acceptability of FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences involve a comparison between two unergative sentences, one with an atelic interpretation (11a) and the other with a telic interpretation (11b).

(11) a. *Shoogakusee-no kodomotachi-ga suteeji-de go-nin odot-ta.
elementary_school-GEN children-NOM stage-LOC five-CL dance-PST 
(‘Five elementary school children danced on the stage.’)

b. Shoogakusee-no kodomotachi-ga ni-jikan-de go-nin odot-ta.
elementary_school-GEN children-NOM two-hour-in five-CL dance-PST 
‘Five elementary school children danced in two hours.’

A problem in the comparison in (11) is that these two sentences involve two different adjuncts, suteeji-de ‘on the stage’ and ni-jikan-de ‘in two hours’. While the difference in telicity between these adjuncts is assumed to be the very reason for the acceptability contrast, they could also have other
unpredicted differences, or confounding factors, that could affect the acceptability of these sentences. This issue can be addressed by adding two more sentence types that are identical to (11a-b) except that they lack FNQs.

(12)  a. Shoogakusei-no kodomatichi-ga go-nin suteiji-de odot-ta.  
    elementary_school-GEN children-NOM five-CL stage-LOC dance-PST  
    ‘Five elementary school children danced on the stage.’

b. Shoogakusei-no kodomatichi-ga go-nin ni-jikan-de odot-ta.  
    elementary_school-GEN children-NOM five-CL two-hour-in dance-PST  
    ‘Five elementary school children danced in two hours.’

The four sentence types in (11) and (12) together constitute a factorial design with two factors: (i) presence/absence of FNQs ([±FNQ]) and (ii) telicity of denoted events ([±telic]). With this design, the effects of telicity on FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences can be examined by comparing the difference in mean acceptability judgments between the [-FNQ] condition and the [+FNQ] condition within the [-telic] condition on the one hand, and within the [+telic] condition on the other. With the assumption in (10), the telicity-driven approaches predict a categorical difference between the [-telic] and [+telic] conditions, with a significant difference in mean acceptability judgments between the [-FNQ] and [+FNQ] condition within the [-telic] condition, but not within the [+telic] condition.

Alternatively, one may question the assumption in (10) and hypothesize that the contrast in (3), (4) and (11) may not be a reflection of a grammatical contrast, but rather a reflection of different levels of processing difficulty. Under this “processing-based” approach, the contrast in (3), (4) and (11) may be hypothesized as due to interactions among various processing cues that are relevant to unaccusativity, for example syntactic cues such as FNQs and non-syntactic cues such as telicity of events and animacy (and therefore potential agentivity) of subjects. Assuming that the parser incrementally builds structures even in head-final languages like Japanese (e.g., Mazuka and Itoh 1995; Miyamoto 2002; Aoshima, Yoshida and Philips 2009) while incorporating various levels of linguistic information, i.e., lexical, syntactic and pragmatic (e.g., MacDonald, Pearlmutter and Seidenberg 1994; Trueswell, Tanhau and Garnsey 1994), it is possible that telic unergative sentences with FNQs such as (3b), (4b) and (11b) are initially analyzed as unaccusative sentences, making the FNQs temporarily acceptable (until the unergative verb appears at the end of these sentences), while no such analysis is available with atelic unergative sentences with FNQs such as (3a), (4a) and (11a). Here, it is important to note that Japanese is head-final; thus, the unaccusative-unergative distinction becomes clear only at the end of the sentence. This hypothesis receives initial support from the general observation that processing factors can have effects on sentence acceptability independently of grammaticality contrasts (e.g., Miller and Chomsky 1963; Gibson 1998; Luka and Barsalou 2005; Fanselow and Frisch 2006; Sprouse 2007; Hofmeister, Jaeger, Arnon, Sag and Snider 2013) as well as from experimental evidence that violations that occur in an early part of a sentence affect the sentence’s acceptability more than violations that occur closer to its end (Marks 1967; Schütze 1996; Fanselow and Frisch 2006).

Like the telicity-driven approaches, the processing-based approach also predicts a difference between the [-telic] and [+telic] unergative sentences in the [+FNQ] condition, but the difference is predicted to be less clear-cut. In addition to telicity of events, the processing approach also predicts possible effects of another lexical semantic factor that is also relevant to unaccusativity, namely animacy of subjects. While unergative sentences often require animate subjects because they typically denote agentive activity events, unaccusative sentences do not impose such a restriction. If speakers are sensitive to this difference, the presence of human subjects may affect processing of unaccusative sentences with FNQs by initially favoring an unergative analysis. This prediction can be tested by manipulating (i) presence/absence of FNQs [±FNQ] and (ii) animacy of subjects [±human].

(13)  a. Chisai otokonoko-ga futa-ri chikaku-no koon-ni ki-ta.  
    Small boy-NOM two-CL near-GEN park-LOC come-PST  
    ‘Two little boys came to the near-by park.’ ([±FNQ] & [+human])
The processing-based approach predicts that the difference in mean acceptability judgments between the [+FNQ] and [-FNQ] conditions within unaccusative sentences with [+human] subjects would be larger than the difference in mean acceptability judgments between the [+FNQ] and [-FNQ] conditions within unaccusative sentences with [-human] subjects. The telicity-driven approaches, on the other hand, make no prediction about possible effects of animacy (and potential agentivity) of unaccusative subjects on FNQ-licensing.

4. Experiment

In order to test the above predictions, an acceptability judgment experiment was designed. Unergative and unaccusative sentences were presented with and without FNQ ([±FNQ]) with the unergative sentences further divided into atelic [-telic] and telic [+telic] conditions and the unaccusative sentences into human subject [+human] and inanimate subject [-human] conditions.

4.1. Predictions

4.1.1. The unergative conditions

The telicity-driven approaches predict a categorical difference between unergative sentences in the [+telic] and [-telic] conditions within the [+FNQ] condition, with the difference in mean acceptability judgments of the [-FNQ] and [+FNQ] conditions significantly different within the [-telic] condition but not within the [+telic] condition. The processing-based approach also predicts a difference between unergative sentences in the [-telic] and [+telic] conditions within the [+FNQ] condition but the difference is expected to be less drastic, with the difference between the means of the [+FNQ] and [-FNQ] conditions within the [-telic] condition being larger than the difference between the [+FNQ] and [-FNQ] conditions within the [+telic] condition. Figures 1 and 2 summarize these predictions.

4.1.2. The unaccusative conditions

The telicity-driven approaches make no predictions concerning possible effects of the [+human] and [-human] conditions on unaccusative sentences with [+FNQs]. The processing-based approach, on
the other hand, predicts that a difference in mean acceptability judgments of unaccusative sentences between the [-FNQ] and the [+FNQ] conditions will be larger within the [+human] condition than within the [-human] condition. These predictions are summarized in Figures 3 and 4.

![Figure 3: Predictions for unaccusatives by the telicity-driven approaches](image1)

![Figure 4: Predictions for unaccusatives by the processing-based approach](image2)

4.2. Materials

Four unaccusative verbs (ku-ru ‘come’, hair-u ‘enter’, ochi-ru ‘fall’, and i-ru/ar-u ‘be’) and four unergative verbs (odor-u ‘dance’, asob-u ‘play’, oyog-u ‘swim’, and hashir-u ‘run’) chosen from previous studies on unaccusativity in Japanese were used to create the experimental sentences. The unaccusative sub-experiment had a 2 x 2 design with FNQ ([+FNQ] vs. [-FNQ]) and AGENCY ([+human] vs. [-human]), and the unergative sub-experiment also had a 2 x 2 design with FNQ ([+FNQ] vs. [-FNQ]) and TELICITY ([+telic] vs. [-telic] adjuncts). Four lexicalizations of each of the four conditions for the eight verbs were created, and they were distributed into four lists using a Latin Square design. Each of the four lists of thirty-two experimental sentences was combined with the same twenty-four fillers with various levels of acceptability, and their order was pseudo-randomized. The examples in (11), (12), (13), and (14) above are examples of the actual experimental sentences used in the experiment.

4.3. Procedure

The task was an acceptability judgment task with a 5-point scale, and it was presented in either a paper-and-pencil format or an electronic format using an online website designed to host acceptability judgment experiments (http://spellout.net/ibexfarm/). Thirty-one self-identified native Japanese speakers participated. The obtained ratings were standardized (z-score transformed) before they were analyzed using the statistical software R, with linear mixed effects model analysis with FNQ and TELICITY as the fixed effects for the unergative sentences, and FNQ and AGENCY as the fixed factors for the unaccusative sentences, and subjects and items as random factors for both verb types. Planned pairwise comparisons were also conducted to isolate the effects of FNQ and TELICITY for the unergative sentences and the effects of FNQ and AGENCY for the unaccusative sentences.

4.4. Results

4.4.1. The unergative conditions

The mean acceptability judgments of the four sentence types within the unergative sub-experiment are summarized in Figure 5 below. The results of the overall analysis for the unergative sentences show that FNQ is a significant predictor of the acceptability of the unergative sentences ($p < .01$) but TELICITY is not ($p < .09$). The interaction between these two factors is significant ($p < .0215$). The planned pairwise comparisons reveal that FNQ is significant within the [-telic] condition ($p < .01$) but not within the [+telic] condition ($p = .1856$). The effect of TELICITY is not significant within the [-FNQ] condition ($p = .0976$) or the [+FNQ] condition ($p = .1129$).
4.4.2. The unaccusative conditions

The mean acceptability judgments of the four sentence types within the unaccusative subexperiment are summarized in Figure 6. The results of the overall analysis show that FNQ is not a significant predictor of the acceptability of the unaccusative sentences ($p = .3844$), and neither is AGENCY ($p = .3386$). Their interaction is marginally significant, however ($p = .0635$). The planned pairwise comparisons reveal that FNQ is significant within the [+human] condition ($p < .025$) but not within the [-human] condition ($p = .521$). The effect of AGENCY is marginally significant within the [+FNQ] condition ($p = .0754$) but not significant within the [-FNQ] condition ($p = .472$).

5. Discussion

First, the results of the experiment show a significant interaction between FNQ and TELICITY ($p < .0215$). While this confirms the observation in (3) and (4), the results of the planned pairwise comparisons also reveal that the highly significant interaction between these two factors is due to both (i) the decreased acceptability of the [-FNQ] sentences and (ii) the increased acceptability of the [+FNQ] sentences between the [-telic] and the [+telic] conditions. Importantly, the increased acceptability observed with [+FNQ] sentences between the [-telic] and [+telic] conditions is not significant ($p = .1129$). This finding fails to support the prediction of the telicity-driven approaches, that is, a categorical change in the acceptability of the [+FNQ] sentences between the [-telic] and the [+telic] conditions. Second, the marginally significant interaction between FNQ and AGENCY ($p = .0635$) suggests weak effects of animacy of subjects on the acceptability of unaccusative sentences with FNQs. The pairwise comparisons reveal a nearly significant decrease in acceptability between the [-human] and the [+human] condition within the [+FNQ] sentences ($p = .0754$), which seems to be predominantly responsible for this interaction between FNQ and AGENCY. These effects of animacy of unaccusative subjects are unexpected under the telicity-driven approaches. Taken together, the results of the experiment fail to provide support for the telicity-driven approaches.

Under the processing-based approach, the above findings are interpreted as resulting from the effects on processing of the telicity of unergative sentences and potential agentivity of unaccusative subjects. First, the decreased acceptability between the unergative sentences that are [-FNQ] and [-telic] and the unergative sentences that are [-FNQ] and [+telic], schematically represented in (15a) and (15b), can be accounted for under the assumption that the telic adjunct in (15b) favors an unaccusative analysis of (15b). This analysis is then contradicted by the unergative verb at the end of the sentence, requiring a reanalysis, whereas no such reanalysis is necessary for (15a). The processing-based analysis also accounts for the contrast between the unergative sentences that are [+FNQ] and [-telic] and the unergative sentences that are [+FNQ] and [+telic], schematically represented in (16a) and (16b). Atelic unergative sentences with an FNQ (16a) arguably involve two instances of reanalysis. An unergative analysis of these sentences is initially supported up to the atelic adjunct, yet at the point...
where the FNQ is encountered, the syntax of FNQ motivates an unaccusative analysis. The unaccusative analysis is then abandoned at the end of the sentence where the unergative verb appears. In contrast, telic unergative sentences with an FNQ (16b) require only one reanalysis. Both the telic adjunct and the FNQ favor an unaccusative analysis, which is then revised at the end of the sentence with the presence of the unergative verb. Thus, (16b) is perceived as more acceptable than (16a) because of (i) the initially available unaccusative analysis of (16b) that is compatible with FNQs and (ii) the two instances of reanalysis incurred by the FNQ and the unergative verb in (16a).

(15)    a. Subject  NQ  atelic adjunct  V_{UNERGATIVE}
        b. Subject  NQ  telic adjunct  V_{UNERGATIVE}

(16)    a. *Subject  atelic adjunct  NQ  V_{UNERGATIVE}
        b. Subject  telic adjunct  NQ  V_{UNERGATIVE}

The results with the unaccusative sentences can be analyzed in the following way. First, the unaccusative sentences with [-human] subjects (schematically represented in (17b) and (18b)) cause no processing difficulties, as the inanimate subjects unambiguously identify these sentences as unaccusative sentences. The unaccusative sentences with [+human] subjects (schematically represented in (17a) and (18a)) might initially be analyzed as unergative sentences because of the potential agentivity of the subject, and this arguably is responsible for the lower acceptability of the [+human] subject unaccusative sentences with an FNQ like (18a).

(17)    a. Subject [+human]  NQ  adjunct  V_{UNACCUSATIVE}
        b. Subject [-human]  NQ  adjunct  V_{UNACCUSATIVE}

(18)    a. Subject [+human]  adjunct  NQ  V_{UNACCUSATIVE}
        b. Subject [-human]  adjunct  NQ  V_{UNACCUSATIVE}

6. Conclusions

FNQ-licensing by intransitive subjects has been the best known syntactic unaccusative diagnostic in Japanese, as it makes direct reference to the difference between unaccusatives and unergatives in the Unaccusative Hypothesis. The subsequent discovery of the effects of telicity of events on FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences, however, led previous studies to argue that telicity of events triggers a grammatical change in unergative sentences that makes them compatible with FNQs. This study challenged the core assumption of the telicity-driven approaches – that the effects of telicity on FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences is grammatical – based on the results of an acceptability judgement study. The results indicate that the effects of telicity of events on FNQ-licensing in unergative sentences are not drastic enough to support the assumption of the telicity-driven approaches, and that animacy of unaccusative subjects also affects FNQ-licensing. Given these findings, the processing-based approach has been proposed, according to which the results of the experiment are analyzed as due to (i) various syntactic and non-syntactic cues affecting the processing of intransitive sentence, which in turn affects their acceptability, and (ii) the acceptability of a partial structure affecting the global acceptability of sentences. If the proposed analysis is on the right track, FNQ-licensing remains a valid syntactic unaccusative diagnostic, but its outcomes must be carefully evaluated considering the potential effects of various factors that affect the processing of sentences with FNQs. The findings in this study also highlight the effectiveness of acceptability judgment experiments in studying subtle acceptability contrasts that involve multiple factors (Sprouse 2007), and the importance of considering different potential sources of acceptability contrasts, as acceptability contrasts do not always motivate grammatical contrasts (Chomsky 1965; Schütze 1996; Cowart 1997).
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